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In a recent issue of BUSINESS AMERICA, US Commerce Department analysts Brian Hannon
and Marie Haugen outline perceived advantages and disadvantages of debt conversion for debtor
countries, investors and banks. A summary of the pros and cons of debt conversion follows.
Advantages: * A country's external debt is converted to a domestic debt. * The rate of growth of the
stock of external debt is reduced. * Capital flight is discouraged. * Domestic capital markets and
domestic borrowers, particularly banks, are revitalized. * Countries benefit from the technology
transfer and management expertise of a foreign investment. * Countries benefit from the switch in
certain outflows from debt service to banks to less certain outflows from private investors. * The
financial condition of borrowing entities is improved through the substitution of local currency
debt for external dollar debt (improvements may occur on both sides of the balance sheet). *
Investors see the discount as an incentive; and banks benefit from reducing country exposure and
in most cases "off-the-books" write-downs; as well as from renewed interest in debtor countries by
securing debt. Disadvantages: * Countries may increase inflationary pressures by converting debt
denominated in foreign exchange into local currency. * Countries may sell off too many domestic
assets to foreigners. * Countries may see an immediate outflow of capital or profit remittances by
the private investor, thus paying both principal and interest immediately rather than just debt
service. * Countries may not see additional foreign investment as a result of the debt swap, thereby
providing an unnecessary incentive to foreign investors while using up valuable foreign exchange
and hurting the balance of payments. * A country's productive capacity is not increased through
the sale of existing assets. * A country's domestic interest rates may increase as competition rises
between swaps and government borrowing of domestic currency. * Profit and dividend remittances
may eventually exceed debt service, creating greater capital outflows. * Banks can suffer from
"mark to market" accounting regulations which establish a "mark value" below par, and cause a
bank to "mark to market" the balance of its entire debt portfolio to a given country, thereby forcing
write-offs. * Banks may jeopardize "pari passu" treatment of debt restructuring agreements by
participating in debt-to-equity swaps. * Investors expose themselves to the transfer risk related to
the remittance of capital dividends, particularly foreign exchange inconvertibility; investors also
expose themselves to the political risks normally associated with an investment for ten years or more
in a developing country. [Brian Hannon and Marie Haugen, Office of South America, International
Trade Administration (US Commerce Dept.), "Latin America, Debt Conversion Proliferates,"
BUSINESS AMERICA 06/22/87, 2-8).]
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